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HATHAWAY	BROWN	SCHOOL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
SUMMER	READING	LIST	6TH 	GRADE	

Dear Rising Sixth Grader, 
We have compiled a list of special books in a variety of categories for your summer reading pleasure. In 
addition to your two (2) required titles, please choose any four (4) books from the list or other titles by any of 
the authors featured on this list, and follow the instructions provided by Ms. Zappas' letter and on Haiku. Have 
fun exploring the list and choosing your selections! 

NEW	AND	NOTEWORTHY	

MIDNIGHT	WITHOUT	A	MOON	
BY	LINDA	WILLIAMS	JACKSON	(JAN.	2017)	
Rose Lee Carter, a 13-year-old 
African-American girl, dreams of life 
beyond the Mississippi cotton fields 
during the summer of 1955. Her 
world is rocked when a 14-year-old 

African-American boy, Emmett Till, is killed for 
allegedly whistling at a white woman.  

 

SOME	KIND	OF	HAPPINESS	
BY	CLAIRE	LEGRAND	(2016)	

11-year-old Finley Hart sometimes 
has “blue days” marked by sadness 
or panic. The only thing that helps 
is writing stories about the 
Everwood, a magical forest where 

she is queen. When the wood is threated, Fin must 
confront her own darkness to save it. 

	 	 	

THE	END	OF	THE	WILD	
BY	NICOLE	HELGET	(APR.	2017) 

Eleven-year-old Fern's rundown 
home borders a pristine forest, where 
her impoverished family hunts and 
forages for food. It's also her refuge 
from the crushing responsibility of 

caring for her wild younger brothers and PTSD-
stricken stepfather. But when a fracking company rolls 
into town, Fern realizes that her special grove could be 
ripped away, and no one else seems to care.  

	

THE	SOMEDAY	BIRDS																					
BY	SALLY	J.	PLA	(2017)	

Charlie’s life unraveled when his 
war journalist father was injured 
in Afghanistan. Forced to travel to 
California for medical treatment, 
an adventure begins with Charlie, 

his boy-crazy sister, unruly brothers, and a 
mysterious new family friend. He decides that if he 
can spot all the birds on his wish list, then 
everything might just turn out okay. 

	 	 	

THE	NEST																																															
BY	KENNETH	OPPEL	(2015)	

An anxious boy becomes convinced 
that angels will save his sick baby 
brother. But these are creatures of a 

very different kind, and their plan for the baby has a 
twist. Layer by layer, he unravels the truth about his 
new friends as the time remaining to save his brother 
ticks down. 

 
THE	LAND	OF	FORGOTTEN	GIRLS																																																	
BY	ERIN	ENTRADA	KELLY	(2016)	

Sol and Ming are abandoned when 
their father returns to the 
Philippines. To endure their 
stepmother's abuse, Sol imagines 
them as princesses fighting an evil 

dragon and visualizes their low-income apartment 
building transformed into a fairy-tale tower. 
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SWING	SIDEWAYS																	
BY	NANCI	TURNER	STEVESON		(2016)	
Complicated family problems become 
more manageable when shared 
between friends. Annabel, the tween 
from the city, and California, who 
arrives from a rural environment, find 

each other at the perfect time. Plenty of problems 
accompany each girl—illness, panic attacks, a hovering 
mother, an estranged family, and more—but all of 
these conditions pale beside their love for each other. 

	

	THE	GIRL	WHO	DRANK	THE	MOON	
BY	KELLY	BARNHILL	(2016)	

Every year, a village leaves a baby 
as an offering to the terrible witch 
in the forest. But the witch, Xan, 
rescues the abandoned children, 
nourishing the babies with 

starlight on the way. Accidentally feeding one child 
moonlight, fills her with extraordinary magic. At 13, 
her magic emerges, but Xan is far away and in 
danger. Now, it is up to the child to protect her. 

	 	 	

MOXIE	AND	THE	ART	OF	RULE	
BREAKING																																	

BY	ERIN	DIONNE	(2014)	
Moxie Fleece knows the rules and 
follows them–that is, until the day 
she opens her front door to a 
mysterious stranger. Suddenly Moxie 

is involved in Boston’s biggest unsolved mystery: The 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum art heist. Moxie has 
two weeks to find the art; otherwise she and the people 
she loves will be in big-time danger. 

	

RUBY	&	ME																																															
BY	SHANNON	HITCHCOCK	(2016)	

It's 1969, and while black folks and 
white folks are cordial, having a 
black teacher at an all-white school 
is unique. For Sarah Beth, there 
are so many unanswered 

questions. What is all this talk about Freedom 
Riders and school integration? Why can't she and 
Ruby become best friends? In a world filled with 
uncertainty, one teacher shows her students that 
change invites unexpected possibilities.	

	 	 	

WISH	GIRL																																												
BY	NIKKI	LOFTIN	(2015)	

Peter Stone’s family is quite loud. 
When his family moves, Peter finds a 
valley where he can hear himself 
think. There, he meets a girl: Annie 
Blythe. Annie is a “wish girl.” Actually 

she’s a “Make-A-Wish Girl.” In two weeks, she will 
begin a dangerous treatment to stop her cancer. Annie 
and Peter hatch a plan to escape into the valley, which 
they begin to think is magical and learn that wishes 
come true in ways they would never expect. 

	

FISH	IN	A	TREE																																	
BY	LYNDA	MULLALY	HUNT	(2015)	

In every new school, Ally hides her 
inability to read with clever yet 
disruptive distractions. Yet, her 
newest teacher sees the bright, 
creative kid not a troublemaker. 

With his help, Ally learns that dyslexia is her gift. 
As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself 
and the world starts opening up with possibilities. 
She discovers that there’s a lot more to her—and to 
everyone—than a label.  

	 	 	

DREAM	ON	AMBER																															
BY	EMMA	SHEVAH	(2014)	

Almost 12-year-old Ambra Alessandra 
Leola Kimiko Miyamoto (please, just 
call her Amber) navigates middle 

school embarrassments, awkward friendships, a first 
crush, an intimidating bully, and being biracial. 

 

 

 

ABSOLUTELY	TRULY																								
BY	HEATHER	VOGEL	FREDERICK	(2014)	

12-year-old Truly Lovejoy's family 
moves to a small town to take over 
a bookstore. Soon, she has to solve 
two mysteries involving a missing 
book and an undelivered letter. 
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	NUTS	TO	YOU																								
BY	LYNNE	RAE	PERKINS		

Jed, TsTs, and Chai are the very best 
of friends. So when Jed is snatched up 
by a hawk and carried away to 
another realm, TsTs and Chai resolve 

to go after him. Mysteriously, the hawk has dropped 
him. They saw it. Jed could be alive. With dangers of 
man, fox and bobcat ahead, the mysteries of squirrel 
culture are revealed as they search for a Jed. 

	

NEST																																				
BY	ESTHER	EHRLICH	(2014)	

In 1972 home is a cozy nest on 
Cape Cod for 11-year-old Naomi 
“Chirp” Orenstein and her family. 
When Chirp’s mom develops 
symptoms of a serious disease, 

everything changes. Can Chirp find comfort in 
watching her beloved wild birds and new friends? 

SERIES	

BY	RICHARD	PECK	

LONG	WAY	FROM	CHICAGO 

Two children, Joey and Mary Alice 
Dowdel, spend time every summer 
with their eccentric grandmother in 
rural Illinois. 

A	YEAR	DOWN	YONDER	
15-year-old Mary Alice has to go stay with Grandma 
alone--for a whole year, maybe longer and be an 
accomplice in Grandma's outrageous schemes. 

A	SEASON	OF	GIFTS	
Grandma Dowdel is now almost 90 and still toting her 
rifle, still living alone, and taking down the 
neighborhood hoodlums. All by Richard Peck. 

 

 

 

THE	CHRONICLES	OF	NARNIA						
BY	C.S.	LEWIS	

THE	MAGICIAN’S	NEPHEW									
THE	LION	THE	WITCH	AND	THE	

WARDROBE																																		
THE	HORSE	AND	HIS	BOY								

PRINCE	CASPIAN																																																						
THE	VOYAGE	OF	THE	DAWN	TREADER																

THE	SILVER	CHAIR																																																		
THE	LAST	BATTLE	

C.S. Lewis's seven-book series set in the mythical 
land of Narnia, where humans and beasts work 
together to free the land from evil. 

	 	 	

THE	GAME	OF	SILENCE																					
BY	LOUISE	ERDRICH	

Continue the Birchbark series and 
read one of the additional titles “The 
Game of Silence”, “The Porcupine 
Year”, “Chickadee”, and “Makoons”. 

 

 

 

MAGNUS	CHASE	AND	THE	GODS	
OF	ASGARD																																							

BY	RICK	RIORDAN	
Book One: The Sword of Summer 
Magnus Chase, a homeless boy 
living in Boston, finds out he is the 
son of a Norse god. 

	 	 	

	UNDERLAND	CHRONICLES		
BY	SUZANNE	COLLINS		

When Gregor falls through a grate, he 
hurtles into the dark Underland, 
where spiders, rats, roaches coexist 
uneasily with humans. On the brink 
of war, and Gregor's arrival is no 

accident- but seen in a prophecy. Reluctantly, Gregor 
embarks on an adventure that Underland forever. 

 

RUBY	REDFORT	SERIES		
BY	LAUREN	CHILD		

Ruby Redfort is a genius code-
cracker, a daring detective, and a 
gadget-laden special agent who 
just happens to be a 13-year-old 

girl. She and her slick side-kick butler, Hitch, foil 
crimes and get into loads of scrapes with evil 
villains, but they're always ice-cool in a crisis. 
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THE	MISSING	SERIES																																
BY	MARGARET	PETERSON	

HADDIX	
When Jonah and Chip, who are both 
adopted, learn they were discovered 
on a plane that appeared out of 

nowhere, full of babies with no adults on board, they 
uncover a mystery involving time travel and as they 
travel through time trying to fix what went wrong they 
discover that there are two opposing forces, each 
trying to repair the fabric of time. 

 

THE	BOOK	OF	THREE																				
BY	LLOYD	ALEXANDER	

The adventures of Taran the 
Assistant Pig-keeper and his 
quest to become a hero. He is 
joined by Eilonwy, the strong-
willed and sharp-tongued 

princess; Fflewddur Fflam, the bard, the ever-
faithful Gurgi; and the curmudgeonly Doli--all of 
whom become involved in an epic struggle between 
good and evil that shapes the fate of the legendary 
land of Prydain. 

CLASSICS	

A	VIEW	FROM	SATURDAY																		
BY	E.L.		KONIGSBERG	

Four students, with their own 
individual stories, develop a special 
bond and attract the attention of their 
teacher, a paraplegic, who chooses 
them to represent their sixth-grade 

class in the Academic Bowl competition. 

 

 

 

THE	THIEF	LORD																												
BY	CORNELIA	FUNKE	

Orphaned brothers, having run 
away from their cruel aunt and 
uncle, decide to hide out in 
Venice where they fall in with the 
Thief Lord, a thirteen-year-old 

boy who leads a crime ring of street children. 
	 	 	

FROM	THE	MIXED-UP	FILES	OF	
MRS.	BASIL	E.	FRANKWEILER									

BY	E.L.	KONIGSBURG	
Claudia knew that she could never 
pull off the old-fashioned kind of 

running away...so she decided not to run from 
somewhere, but to somewhere. And so, after some 
careful planning, she and her younger brother, Jamie, 
escaped -- right into a mystery that made headlines! 

 

WHEN	YOU	REACH	ME																	
BY	REBECCA	STEAD	

When Miranda's best friend Sal 
gets punched by a strange kid, he 
abruptly stops speaking to her; 
then oddly predictive letters start 

arriving. They ask for her help, saying, "I'm coming 
to save your friend's life, and my own.”  

	 	 	

HOLES																																															
								BY	LOUIS	SACHAR		

Stanley has been unjustly sent to a 
boys’ detention center, Camp Green 
Lake, where the boys build character 
digging holes exactly 5 feet wide and 5 

feet deep. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize 
there’s more than character improvement going on. 
The boys are digging holes because the warden is 
looking for something. But what could be buried? 

 

THE	INCREDIBLE	JOURNEY	
BY	SHEILA	BURNFORD	 

Instinct told them that the way 
home. The doughty young 
Labrador retriever, the roguish 
bull terrier and the indomitable 
Siamese set out through the 
Canadian wilderness. Together, 

the three house pets faced starvation, exposure, and 
wild forest animals to make their way home. 
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	MY	LIFE	WITH	THE	LIARS				
BY	CAELA	CARTER	

Behind the walls of the compound, 
life was simple. Zylynn was excited to 
turn 13 and begin bringing others into 
the light, to save them from the liars 
of the outside world. But when a man 

who claims to be her father takes her away, Zylynn 
resists her new life—until she finds small comforts like 
shampoo, the color pink, and strawberries. But as her 
thirteenth birthday approaches, Zylynn must make a 
difficult decision—who are the liars? 

 
	ALL	OF	THE	ABOVE					

BY	SHELLEY	PEARSALL		
Based on a true story, All of the 
Above is the delightful and 
suspenseful story of four inner city 
students and their quest to build 
the world's largest tetrahedron. 

Weaving together the different personal stories of 
the kids, their teacher, and the community that 
surrounds them, award-winning author Shelley 
Pearsall has written a vividly engaging story about 
the math, life and good-tasting barbecue. 

	 	 	

	THE	GIRLS	OF	GETTYSBURG	
BY	BOBBI	MILLER		

Picketts Charge, the suicidal charge 
led by Robert E. Lee on the last day of 
Gettysburg, serves as the powerful 
climax of this Civil War novel, told 
from the unique perspectives of three 

girls. The powerful, gripping novel follows the fates of 
these girls, fates that reflect the tragedies and 
triumphs, the humanity, heartache, and heroism of 
this most dreadful Civil War battle. 

 

	THE	BONESHAKER																	
BY	KATE	MILFORD	

 13-year-old Natalie Minks loves 
machines, particularly automata — 
self-operating mechanical devices, 
usually powered by clockwork. 
When Jake Limberleg’s travelling 

medicine show arrives in town with an ability to 
make Natalie’s half-built automaton move, she feels 
in her gut that something about this caravan is a bit 
off. Does she have the ability to make things right? 

	 	 	

 A	DANCE	OF	SISTERS				
BY	TRACEY	PORTER		

12-year-old Delia Ferri doesn't 
remember her mother. She knows her 
sister, Pearl, and her father are 
fighting and Pearl is withdrawn and 
angry. Delia vows not to give her 

father anything else to worry about. She loses herself 
in ballet, and only when it has consumed her does she 
begin to understand how fiercely her sister had to fight 
for her own truth. Delia discovers that the bond 
between two sisters can't be broken. 

 

	BOUNCE																													
BY	NATASHA	FRIEND	

Evyn's father is going to marry a 
professor with six children, and 
move their family to Boston. 
Feeling alone, Evyn begins to talk 
to her dead mother. Discussing the 

emotions of being in a large, vocal stepfamily. 
While her father’s love is constant, her 
stepmother’s pregnancy might push Evyn to run. 
Can she hold on to her mother’s advice to “bounce” 
with the changes in her life? 

	 	 	

	HOW	TO	DISAPPEAR	COMPLETELY	
AND	NEVER	BE	FOUND																																									
BY	SARA	NICKERSON		

Margaret's mother takes her and her 
little sister Sophie out to an old 
abandoned mansion to sell it and, 
refusing to explain anything about it. 

Gradually the mystery of her family unravels. 
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NOVELS	IN	VERSE	

ENCHANTED	AIR:	TWO	
CULTURES,	TWO	WINGS:	A	

MEMOIR																																												
BY	MARGARITA	ENGLE	

A memoir in verse, the author's 
memories focus on the first 14 years of her life, 
beginning with joyful summers spent in her mother's 
homeland of Cuba and ending during the aftermath of 
the Cuban Missile Crisis. 

 

 

 

OUT	OF	THE	DUST																											
BY	KAREN	HESSE	

The story of Billie Jo, a girl who 
struggles to help her family survive 
the dust bowl years of the 
Depression. 

	 	 	

RED	BUTTERFLY																																
BY	A.	L.	SONNICHSEN	

In China, a foundling girl with a 
deformed hand raised in secret by an 
American woman must navigate 
China's strict adoption system when 
she is torn away from the only family 

she has ever known. First-person poems are divided 
into three sections "Crawl, " "Dissolve, " and "Fly." 

 

WEEDFLOWER																	
BY	CYNTHIA	KADOHATA	

 Twelve-year-old Sumiko feels her 
life has been made up of two parts: 
before Pearl Harbor and after it. 
The good part and the bad part. 
Raised on a flower farm in 

California, Sumiko is used to being the only 
Japanese girl in her class. Even when the other kids 
tease her, she always has had her flowers and 
family to go home to. That all changes after the 
horrific events of Pearl Harbor.  

	


